
As KEITS celebrate our 25th
year of business, we are
looking back fondly on old
memories.

Steph started her career at
KEITS as an apprentice,
something we obviously feel
very passionate about!

Let's hear a little bit about
Steph's journey with KEITS..
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What role are you currently in?

How did you start working for KEITS?

What's the best thing about working for KEITS?

What's been the biggest change at KEITS since starting?

What's your best memory of your time with KEITS?

Youth Connections were helping me look for a job as I was really
struggling to find work after I left school. I got a call from them
one day saying that they had got me an interview with KEITS
Training Services for an Apprenticeship. I went to my interview
not knowing much about what KEITS do, which I knew wasn't
great, so I was not expecting the call to say that I had been
successful! I also wasn’t expecting to stay at the company for long
either as I thought I would be the type of person who would be in
and out of jobs all the time but here I am 12 years on!

I am currently a Data and Operations Supervisor and really proud
of how far I have come.

The best thing about working for KEITS is how flexible the
company is and it really is more of a family environment than a
work one. The staff are passionate about what we offer and that
makes a brilliant place to work!

The biggest change for me personally is how we have all adapted
so quickly through COVID to now be able to work from home.
This is actually something I used to wish that KEITS could offer to
all staff. We made everything electronic and it's actually improved
our work load and also carbon footprint!

Probably passing my apprenticeship, functional skills and getting
my promotion! I also was awarded employee of the month and
received amazing feedback from my managers. There have been
lots of fun times.


